[Prostate and seminal vesicle displacement following urethrography: a computed tomography-based study].
It has been suggested that urethrography used for localization of the prostate apex may cause a systematic cranial displacement of the organ. Our objective was to use CT-CT image registration to identify if a clinically relevant systematic shift occurs in the position of the prostate and seminal vesicles following retrograde urethrography. Patients were scanned twice at the time of simulation. They were imaged supine, bladder empty. Scan resolution was 512x512 with 5 mm cuts. After the first CT sequence, with the patient still on the CT couch, an urethrogram was performed. The patients were then re-scanned. The image sets were registered through the use of external skin fiducials. A single author reviewed x, y and z-axis displacement. Z-axis motion of the prostate was also assessed by having three blinded radiation oncologists mark the cranial limit of the prostate on all 104 image sets. Fifty-two pairs of CT scans were analyzed for post-urethrogram organ displacement. The mean x axis displacement of the prostate was 0.016 mm (P=0.8), the mean y-axis displacement was 1.3 mm anterior (P<0.001). Mean z-axis displacement of the prostate, using the blinded assessments, was a 1.35 mm cranial shift (P<0.0001). Analogous shifts were identified for the seminal vesicles. Our results suggest a small cranial and anterior displacement of the prostate and seminal vesicles following retrograde urethrography.